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Abstract

Inferring affordance for 3D articulated objects is a chal-
lenging and practical problem. It is a primary problem for
applying robots to real-world scenarios. The exploration
can be summarized as figuring out where to act and how
to act. Correspondingly, the task mainly requires produc-
ing actionability scores, action proposals, and success like-
lihood scores according to the given 3D object informa-
tion and robotic information. Current works usually di-
rectly process multi-modal inputs with early fusion and ap-
ply critic networks to produce scores, which leads to in-
sufficient multi-modal learning ability and inefficiently it-
erative training in multiple stages. This paper proposes a
novel Multimodality-Aware Autoencoder-based affordance
Learning (MAAL) for the 3D object affordance problem. It
is an efficient pipeline, trained in one go, and only requires
a few positive samples in training data. More importantly,
MAAL contains a MultiModal Energized Encoder (MME)
for better multi-modal learning. It comprehensively models
all multi-modal inputs from 3D objects and robotic actions.
Jointly considering information from multiple modalities,
the encoder further learns interactions between robots and
objects. MME empowers the better multi-modal learning
ability for understanding object affordance. Experimental
results and visualizations, based on a large-scale dataset
PartNet-Mobility, show the effectiveness of MAAL in learn-
ing multi-modal data and solving the 3D articulated object
affordance problem.

1. Introduction

Recently, robots have been widely used in various appli-
cations in manufacturing, transportation, and other indus-
tries. Toward diverse tasks, a fundamental requirement is
to interact with objects by robots. To this end, the robots
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Figure 1. Comparison of methods. MAAL contains a MME mod-
ule, which provides better multi-modal learning ability. Besides,
previous methods with critics or decoders require multiple train-
ing stages. MAAL pipeline only contains one step and is trained
in one go, which is more efficient.

need to understand real-world objects, use grippers or other
manipulators in the robotic system, and interact with given
objects in a given scenario. As a primary problem, the ob-
ject affordance problem [21, 14] is conceptualized and sum-
marized as the first step for the interaction of robots and
objects. It aims to figure out where and how to interact
with an object by the robot in a given environment. Many
works [4, 29] propose various solutions to solve the affor-
dance problem. However, due to the diversity of instances
and complexity of practical robotic scenarios, the problem
is still far from being resolved.

Specifically, recent works focus on the affordance prob-
lem of interacting with 3D articulated objects [30, 9]. Mo
et al. [28] introduce a solid benchmark for learning to ma-
nipulate articulated objects. They construct a large-scale
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3D articulated object dataset and formulates a standard
benchmark for the 3D articulated object affordance prob-
lem. Wang et al. [45] consider the kinematic and dynamic
uncertainties of objects. They design multiple critics to im-
prove the understanding of hidden kinematic information
in articulated objects. More works [29, 53] continuously
emerge, pushing the frontier of solving the 3D object affor-
dance problem.

Moreover, previous works can be concluded as early
fusion [22] for learning multi-modal data and critic-based
learning [28, 45] for 3D object affordance. Specifically,
they usually concatenate all data (e.g., the point cloud of a
3D object, the robot gripper direction, etc.) as inputs. Then,
multiple critics or decoders, trained by classification loss
according to labels (negative or positive) initially, are intro-
duced to leverage supervision for other networks.

The straightforward idea leads to significant advance-
ments but still has two defeats. First, learning of inputs ne-
glects the correlation between multi-modal data. In the 3D
object affordance problem, the input data are from various
modalities (i.e., object modality and robot modality). The
relationships and interactions between objects and robots
are valuable clues for understanding affordance [14, 21].
However, as shown in Fig 1, direct concatenation, as in
[28, 45], considering as an early fusion operation [22],
would miss the correlation between inputs [27, 49]. This
leads that the multi-modal inputs and their interaction may
not be sufficiently learned by the previous works. Second,
the critic-based pipeline is not efficient enough. It requires
adequately labeled samples to teach the critics to distinguish
the difference between negative samples and positive sam-
ples [51, 52]. However, as in [28], training data of articu-
lated object affordance are sampled from SE(3) space, and
most actions fail during manipulation. This means most of
the samples are negative. For example, sometimes, only
1% [28] of the data are positive samples for pulling action.
Training of critic-based methods needs all the samples for
training and consumes larger training time. Moreover, crit-
ics or decoders need to be trained independently. Then, they
will be fixed or iteratively updated with the training of other
networks, as shown in Fig 1. The training procedure with
multiple stages further increases the overall training time.

To overcome above defeats, we present a novel solu-
tion named Multimodality-Aware Autoencoder-based affor-
dance Learning (MAAL). In MAAL, a MultiModal Ener-
gized Encoder (MME) is introduced to handle multi-modal
inputs in the affordance problem. MME energizes the multi-
modal learning ability to understand 3D object affordance.
Then, rather than a critic-based designation, MAAL lever-
ages the deep autoencoder (AE) [11, 16] to solve the affor-
dance problem and achieve better training efficiency.

Toward better multi-modal learning, MME is proposed
to comprehensively understand data from various modali-

ties and fused features at different levels. Specifically, it in-
volves three branches, carefully designed for learning infor-
mation in object modality, robot modality, and their interac-
tions. This empowers MAAL to pursue a better understand-
ing of affordance from different perspectives in modalities.
Moreover, rather than directly concatenating all data and
applying early fusion for various modalities, our encoder
considers the correlation between inputs and fuses multi-
level features according to the modalities. This can formu-
late better multi-modal learning than simply early fusion, as
proved in [49, 31, 5].

Furthermore, MAAL introduces AE [11] pipeline to
solve the 3D affordance problem more efficiently. AE can
learn the valuable pattern [51, 42, 52] in high-dimensional
data points without labeled examples [15, 13, 6]. This prop-
erty leads AE can only use positive samples to learn specific
valuable patterns from datasets. This also induces the bet-
ter computational efficiency of the AE pipeline in solving
the affordance problem. Besides, rather than learning repre-
sentations with multiple critics, it only uses reconstruction
loss [52, 51] as supervision. The overall pipeline can be
trained in one go without multiple training steps for differ-
ent parts. All these advantages lead that MAAL can achieve
better training efficiency than previous critic-based works.

In addition to the above encoder, our MAAL has an ac-
tion memory and an action decoder, which are used to for-
mulate the AE pipeline. More than applying AE, MAAL
specifically considers the properties of 3D object affor-
dance, which takes object information as known conditions
and aims to produce action proposals. Correspondingly,
MAAL takes multi-modal data as inputs and only recon-
structs action proposals as outputs. This leads the network
to concentrate on learning action information and the in-
teraction between robots and objects rather than remem-
bering object information and overfitting to some points in
objects. Overall, MAAL fully considers the multi-modal
inputs, leverages the AE pipeline, and formulates a novel
framework for learning 3D articulated object affordance.

Our main contribution can be summarized as follows:
1. We propose a novel pipeline named Multimodality-

Aware Autoencoder-based affordance Learning (MAAL).
It is an efficient framework for solving the 3D object af-
fordance problem. MAAL does not need multiple training
steps and only requires a few data samples compared to pre-
vious methods.

2. We propose MultiModal Energized Encoder (MME)
to handle the multi-modal information and their interaction
in the 3D object affordance problem. The proposed encoder
comprehensively learns data in all modalities and provides
better multi-modal learning ability.

3. Without bells and whistles, our method outperforms
all current methods in both F-score and sample success rate.
Visualizations also show the effectiveness of our MAAL.
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2. Related Work
3D object affordance: In the field of robotics, 3D

object affordance is an important area of many practical
applications. Before manipulating objects in reality, the
robots need to understand what and where can be acted at
first, which can be contributed to the exploration of affor-
dance [10]. Recently, many works have emerged to explore
this problem. [21] and [37] leverage the CNN network to
produce the affordance area of the affordance map, which is
used for indicating the grasping operations of robots. Jiang
et al. [17] propose to constrain the consistency between
hand contact points and object contact regions. The contact
points of the robot hand are required to be close to the shape
of the object’s surface. Then, Mo et al. [28] provide a large-
scale dataset and benchmark. The authors also predict affor-
dance maps to indicate the actionability of robots at every
point of objects. 3DAffordanceNet [7] explore another in-
teresting problem and introduces a dataset for the functional
understanding for 3D objects. Moreover, AdaAfford [45]
goes further with the affordance predictions, considers the
information hidden in the 3D shapes, and mines important
kinematic and dynamic factors in 3D interactions. Through
better modeling of the kinematic uncertainties, AdaAfford
improves the performance of manipulating objects within
fewer action steps. The significant advancements in [28]
and [45] should be admired, but these works also contain
defeats. All previous works utilize multiple decoders or
critics to predict the probability of actionability (separately
training three networks in [28] and four networks in [45]).
The method design is complex and requires many data sam-
ples for training. In this work, we propose an AE-based
pipeline to solve the problem efficiently.

Deep autoencoder: Deep autoencoder (AE) [11, 16,
42, 43] is a widely used structure for representation learn-
ing. It aims to represent and reconstruct the same inputs and
is generally supervised by a reconstruction loss. It shows
outstanding ability in representing and understanding high-
dimension data. In this paper, we apply the idea of AE in
learning 3D interaction, which can solve the 3D interac-
tion problem in one go without training multiple decoders
or critics in different steps.

Multi-modal Learning: Many tasks (e.g., VQA [3,
24], gesture generation [50, 25], video representation [23])
involve multi-modal inputs and require the network to han-
dle the multi-modal problems [22, 44]. These problems
usually entail the understanding of various knowledge [48]
and require the proper handling of diverse inputs. Gener-
ally, the network needs to handle data samples with various
modalities, which may possess different distributions and
semantics. Methods usually need to fuse data or features for
further learning. Formally, there are three kinds of strate-
gies [22, 20] to fuse multi-modal data: early fusion, late
fusion, and inter-media fusion. Early fusion means fusing

data samples before specific learning. Methods [1, 22, 12]
with early fusion usually combine raw data without consid-
ering the connection between data samples or fuse embed-
ded features in low dimensional space. This strategy may
be useful if the multi-modal data are conditionally indepen-
dent [39, 32, 34]. However, the performances for highly
correlated data samples or features would be lower [27].
Moreover, late fusion [20, 40, 46, 18] indicates the inde-
pendent learning data sample before the last module, which
is used for decision-making (e.g., classifier, retrieval pro-
jector). This leads the network can understand each modal-
ity better and avoid accumulating uncorrelated errors [36].
However, the advantages of late fusion in multi-modal tasks
are insignificant [36, 12, 41] compared with early fusion.
Finally, intermediate fusion [22, 5] is the most commonly
used strategy in recent multi-modal learning. It flexibly
fuses different data samples at different levels and designs
explicit modules to model different modalities adaptively.
Many works [49, 8, 19] with intermediate fusion achieve
better performances in various multi-modal tasks. We pro-
pose a MultiModal Energized Encoder (MME) to provide
better multi-modal learning for 3D object affordance con-
sidering intermediate fusion for modalities. The better de-
sign of the encoder module supports MAAL to achieve
higher performances in affordance learning.

3. Preliminary

Following the problem settings in [28], the 3D affor-
dance problem can be generally formulated as where and
how to act for a given 3D object. During training, 3D ob-
ject information and interactive points are given as inputs.
The methods are required to produce actionability scores for
corresponding points, action proposals, and success likeli-
hoods for proposals, respectively.

In detail, each input sample involves four kinds of data:
xo, xp, xa, and xh. Specifically, xo indicates the 3D object
information represented by the 3D point cloud. xo ∈ RO×3,
where O is the dimension of point clouds. xp is the interac-
tive point, and xp ∈ xo. xa means an interaction proposal
and can be described by gripper orientation xa ∈ SO(3).
Finally, given gripper orientation xa, articulated object xo,
and point xp to the simulator, xh is the part motion. It can
indicate whether the action is successfully manipulated or
not after simulation.

In this task, methods are required to:

• Given an object (xo) and interactive point (xp), pro-
duce an actionability score ϕ.

• Given an object (xo) and interactive point (xp), pro-
duce an action proposal ρ.

• Given an object (xo), interactive point (xp), and action
proposal (xa), produce a success likelihood score σ.
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Figure 2. Structure of our MME. It contains three branches for
learning different modalities. Features of different modalities with
different levels are carefully fused in the interaction branch. MME
provides better multi-modal learning for 3D object affordance. fo
is extracted by PointNet++ from xo.

4. Method
We propose a Multimodality-Aware Autoencoder-based

affordance Learning (MAAL) to solve the 3D object affor-
dance problem. Specifically, MAAL contains three parts:
a MultiModal Energized Encoder (MME), an action mem-
ory, and an action decoder. MME is proposed to learn
multi-modal information, model the interaction and provide
a comprehensive understanding of the inputs of the 3D ob-
ject affordance problem. Then, action memory is used to
record action information. Outputs from the encoder are
taken as retrieval queries and are used to select items in the
memory. Finally, given the aggregations of selected items
from memory, the action decoder is proposed to reconstruct
the corresponding actions.

4.1. MultiModal Energized Encoder

We propose MultiModal Energized Encoder (MME).
MME empowers better multi-modal learning ability and
solves the 3D affordance problem more effectively. Specif-
ically, two kinds of modalities (object modality and action
modality) and their interaction should be understood. Ob-
ject modality mainly includes the point cloud of 3D ob-
jects and the points of the object for interaction. The ac-
tion modality contains the gripper directions of the robot.
Then, to model the interactions, object data, action data,
and motion data from the simulator should be jointly con-
sidered. Although all the data are collected from the 3D
space, there are still domain gaps among modalities: 1) Di-
mensional variations. The point cloud data in object modal-
ity has a dimension of R10000×3. The gripper direction in
robotic modality is a vector in R3×3. 2) Physical property
differences. Point cloud data are scalar values that indicate
spatial information of objects. Robotic modality data are
vectors and indicate the direction of the action. 3) Distinct
networks in representation. Different encoders or embed-
ding layers are utilized to process various inputs, resulting
in features with varying distributions, further enlarging the
gaps between modalities. In our work, as shown in Fig 2,
rather than directly processing all modalities by early fu-

sion, MME contains multiple branches of networks to han-
dle different modalities and carefully fuses features to learn
the interaction.

First, following [45, 28], we use PointNet++ [35] net-
work to encode the 3D point cloud of the object into feature
fo, where fo ∈ RC and C is the dimension of the feature.
Then four embedding layers are introduced to embed action
xa, motion xh, object feature fo, and point xp, respectively.
All embedding layers learn individually and are built by two
fully-connected layers.

Then, as shown in Fig. 2, we have three branches to learn
multi-modal features and their interaction separately: the
action branch Ea, object branch Eo, and interaction branch
Ei. Each branch contains a learner module and an adapter
module. Learner modules aim to learn information, partic-
ularly for each modality and interaction. Then, the adapters
convert features from learners to adapt the action encod-
ing module. Different branches in MME help the network
to learn affordance with different perspectives. The net-
work is encouraged to mine valuable clues for object affor-
dance from every modality separately. This leads to com-
prehensive multi-modal modeling and would not neglect
any modalities.

Specifically, in the action branch, the action learner mod-
ule is proposed to learn features after embedding and is con-
structed by three fully-connected layers. Similarly, in the
object branch, the embedded features from fo and xp are
given to an object learner module. The object learner con-
tains a batch normalization layer and three fully-connected
layers. Moreover, the interaction branch takes all informa-
tion from modalities and aims to learn the interaction be-
tween objects and robots further. It contains a bilinear net-
work to model the interaction between features from the
action learner and object learner. A residual connection
block is also involved in merging features from all modali-
ties. This designation introduces the better ability for multi-
modal fusion [42, 49]. Features from different levels are
considered and fused in the module. This provides a better
understanding of information in multiple modalities.

Then, the adapters are introduced in the pipeline, which
consists of two fully-connected layers. Finally, a shared en-
coding module generates query features from the different
branches, denoted as qa, qo, and qi, respectively. The pro-
cedure of MME can be formulated as follows:

qa = Ea(xa), (1)
qo = Eo(xo, xp), (2)
qi = Ei(xa, xo, xp, xh, θa, θo). (3)

where θa and θo are the features extracted from the action
learner and interact learner, respectively. The feature di-
mension of all queries is C. More details are presented in
the supplementary.
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Figure 3. An overview of our Multimodality-Aware Autoencoder-
based affordance Learning (MAAL). MAAL contains three parts:
MultiModal Energized Encoder (MME), action memory, and ac-
tion decoder. The encoder produces query feature q. The memory
module receives queries, selects items, and aggregates them as m.
Action decoder takes action information (fo and xp) and features
m as inputs and reconstructs corresponding action xa as ρ.

Moreover, other works directly use concatenated data
(e.g., [fo, xp, xa, xh] in [45], where [∗] is the concatenate
operation.) as inputs. Taking all data as a whole, different
modalities are learned equivalently. Comparatively, our en-
coder considers the learning of different modalities and their
interaction. The encoder fuses multi-modal data at different
levels and forms a comprehensive understanding. This leads
our encoder to possess better multi-modal learning ability
than the early fusion methods [28, 45].

4.2. Multimodality-aware Autoencoder-based Af-
fordance Learning:

We propose Multimodality-Aware Autoencoder-based
affordance Learning (MAAL). MAAL provides a more ef-
ficient pipeline to solve the affordance problem. As shown
in Fig. 3, more than MME, we leverage a memory module
M and a decoder module D to construct an AE pipeline.
The memory module aims to prevent the “over-generalized”
problem [11] in the original AE framework (only with an
encoder and a decoder). Though only trained with posi-
tive samples, the original AE may also reconstruct nega-
tive samples with low reconstruction error during evalua-
tion. By introducing a content-addressable memory, we do
not directly provide encoder outputs to the decoder for re-
construction. The representation from the encoder is used
as a query to retrieve the most relevant item in action mem-
ory. Then, the selected memory features are aggregated and
provided to the MAAL decoder. The memory module is
a widely used strategy in AE, which has been applied and
discussed in many works [38, 33, 2].

As shown in Fig 3, given qa, qi, and qo, the memory
module addresses memory items and aggregates them as
ma, mi, and mo, respectively. ma = M(qa), mi = M(qi),
and mo = M(qo). Finally, the decoder network is intro-
duced to reconstruct action information. Given object in-
formation (fo and xp), it reconstructs the actions ρo, ρa,
and ρi according to features ma, mi, and mo, respec-
tively. ρo = D(ma, fo, xp), ρa = D(ma, fo, xp), and
ρi = D(mi, fo, xp). To be noticed, the decoder network
also takes object information as inputs. This is because the
3D affordance problem treats object information as known

conditions. Under the real scenario, the robots have to know
the object information and then produce actions to interact.
Moreover, the decoder is constructed by two batch normal-
ization layers and five fully-connected layers. More details
will be offered in the supplementary.

Generally, MAAL is not expected to memorize and re-
construct the objects precisely. The memory module only
needs to record and represent action information. Given
features selected by queries, the decoder is responsible for
reconstructing action information according to known ob-
ject information.

4.3. Training and Evaluation

The overall loss function L can be formulated as follows:

L = ∥xa − ρo∥+ ∥xa − ρa∥+ ∥xa − ρi∥ (4)

where ∥∗∥ indicates the ℓ2 distances of input actions xa and
action proposals ρ from every branch. The overall train-
ing loss consists of reconstruction losses for three queries,
respectively. Only a single and end-to-end training step is
required in our work, as in Fig. 1.

During the evaluation, the final goal of the affordance
problem requires predicting action proposal ρ by given ob-
ject information, actionability score ϕ by given object in-
formation, and success likelihood score σ by given action
proposal and object information. The action proposal can
be directly produced by reconstruction result ρo in MAAL.
However, ϕ and σ are hard to be obtained directly through
MAAL. They can be estimated according to reconstruction
errors. Meanwhile, the reconstruction error in MAAL is an
absolute error [26], which indicates that it may be variant
by different data splits. To overcome this problem, we addi-
tionally utilize the k-nearest-neighbor (KNN) algorithm to
produce ϕ and σ.

In detail, we train the KNN algorithm using the aver-
age reconstruction error in the validation set. For every
sample in the validation set, we have data xv

a, xv
o , xv

p,
and xv

h, which indicate action, object, point, and motion
data, respectively. Then, by MAAL, we achieve corre-
sponding action proposals in the validation set, which are
denoted as ρvo , ρva, ρvi . Thus, the reconstruction error ev

for a given sample in the validation set can be written as:
ev = (∥xv

a − ρvo∥+ ∥xv
a − ρva∥+ ∥xv

a − ρvi ∥)/3. Then, we
denote the KNN model as K. K is trained by reconstruction
error ev from all the samples (including both positive and
negative samples) and corresponding labels (binary labels
indicate whether the actions can be successfully manipu-
lated or not).

During the evaluation, we first achieve ρto by testing ob-
ject data xt

o and xt
p. Then, the reconstructed action results
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of ρto can be calculated by:

mt
a = M(Ea(ρ

t
o)), (5)

mt
i = M(ρto, x

t
o, x

t
p, x

t
h, Ea(ρ

t
o), Eo(x

t
o, x

t
p)), (6)

ρta = D(mt
a, x

t
o, x

t
p), (7)

ρti = D(mt
i, x

t
o, x

t
p). (8)

where xt
h is padded by zero. ρta and ρti are reconstruc-

tion results for ρto with action and interaction branches for
testing. Then, for the current test sample, the actionabil-
ity score ϕ = K(∥ρto − ρto∥ + ∥xt

o − ρti∥)/2). Similarly,
for evaluating actions xt

a in the test set, we can achieve
reconstruction results ϱta, ϱti , and ϱta for xt

a, respectively.
Then, the success likelihood score can be computed as
σ = K((∥xt

a − ϱta∥+ ∥xt
a − ϱto∥+ ∥xt

a − ϱti∥)/3).

5. Experiment
In this section, we discuss all the details of our method

design and task settings, evaluate our method with various
metrics, and show the superiority and effectiveness of our
work.

Implementation Details: Instead of training multiple
critics and iterative training, all training procedures of our
MAAL can be operated in one go. Specifically, the encoder,
memory, and decoder modules are trained and updated at
the same stage. Adam optimizer is used to optimize the
networks within the learning rate 0.001 and weight decay
0.00001. More details about the network design will be pre-
sented in the supplementary. The memory module is imple-
mented following [11], which has been widely used in many
works [38, 33, 2]. We set memory size N as 200, and the
dimension C is 128. Ablations will be offered in Sec. 5.1.
Other settings (e.g., training data generation, gripper data
processing, simulator settings, etc.) follow [45]. Addition-
ally, during evaluation, the number of nearest neighbors of
the KNN classifier is 500. Due to space limitations, more
details of network designs and ablations will be offered in
supplementary. We will also provide more details and up-
date the results of real-world experiments on Github 1.

Datasets: We experiment with all methods and operate
comparisons based on PartNet-Mobility dataset [30]. It is
a large-scale and standard dataset for 3D articulated object
affordance problems and has been widely used in previous
works [28, 45, 53, 29]. The action simulation is operated
through SAPIEN simulator [47]. In this dataset, 972 ar-
ticulated 3D objects within 15 object categories are used
for conducting 3D object affordance tasks. There are ten
classes for training and five classes for testing. Besides,
the validation set is also split and contains ten categories
same as the training set. For better comparison, we sepa-
rately report the results for shapes with training categories

1https://github.com/akira-l/MAAL

Dataset Method F-score (%) Sample-Succ (%)

Pushing All (train cat.)
Where2Act [28] 66.29 27.33
AdaAfford [45] 73.21 32.50
MAAL 76.63 34.25

Pushing All (test cat.)
Where2Act [28] 52.38 21.04
AdaAfford [45] 65.50 26.20
MAAL 69.88 28.34

Pulling All (train cat.)
Where2Act [28] 48.76 6.40
AdaAfford [45] 53.80 8.18
MAAL 59.26 10.47

Pulling All (test cat.)
Where2Act [28] 40.88 5.71
AdaAfford [45] 42.35 6.02
MAAL 43.57 6.67

Table 1. The performance of the different methods for the 3D af-
fordance problem in PartNet-Mobility dataset. Our method out-
performs other methods in both data splits and metrics and also
produces better action proposals than AdaAfford.

and shapes with unseen novel categories, which are marked
as “train cat.” and “ test cat.” in tables, respectively. The
data split is constructed following [28, 45]. Moreover, the
3D articulated object affordance task has six pre-defined ac-
tions (“pushing”, “pushing up”, “pushing left”, “pulling”,
“pulling up” and “pulling left”). For a fair comparison,
categories are split into “pushing all” and “pulling all” ac-
tions following [28, 45]. All actions are parameterized in
the SE(3) space according to the robot gripper poses. Cor-
responding to the actions, the training and test data samples
are generated by the simulator.

Moreover, we also apply settings in [45] to evaluate
some special categories and further show the effectiveness.
We sample data from the doors category from pulling ac-
tions and faucet categories from pushing actions follow-
ing [45]. This data split further shows the ability of meth-
ods to handle kinematic ambiguity. Besides, we also vi-
sualize the actionability scores to plot affordance heatmaps
following [28, 45], which further prove the effectiveness of
MAAL.

Evaluation Metrics: To evaluate and compare meth-
ods, we apply the two standard metrics in the affordance
task as in [28, 45], which are F-score for success likeli-
hood score and sample-success-rate (Sample-Succ) for ac-
tion proposals. Since the generated actions are randomly
sampled, the positive and negative samples may not be bal-
anced. Thus, in [28], the authors introduced an F-score to
balance precision and recall for unbalanced samples. Then,
Sample-Succ reflects the quality of proposals. It calculates
the proportion of successfully manipulated actions among
action proposals. Following [28, 45], we generate 100 can-
didates to compute the metric. We First select 100 points
according to the actionability score ϕ in the given testing
object. Then, we produce query qo according to the object
and point information and generate an action proposal. We
experiment 10 times per testing object and report the aver-
age values of both metrics.
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Figure 4. Comparison of data usage and training time. To better
show the differences, we assume the data usage and training time
of AdaAfford as 100% and calculate the relative percentages of
MAAL compared with AdaAfford. Our method only consumes a
small part of data samples and training times.

5.1. Results and Analysis

Comparisons with State-of-the-art Methods: As
shown in Table 1, we first compare MAAL with previous
works with four data splits following [45, 28]. Our method
outperforms other methods in all data splits and metrics.
The higher results reveal the effectiveness of our method.
The comparison shows the advantages of our method in
two aspects. The higher values of F-score indicate that our
method assesses the actions better. This proves that the re-
construction error from MAAL works well for evaluating
actions. Without any critics and multiple training stages,
MAAL can perform and even better complete this task. Be-
sides, MAAL also achieves better performances in Sample-
Succ. This reveals that the quality of our proposals is also
better than the previous works. Moreover, in another data
split from [45], our method also achieves better results, as
shown in Tab 2. The performance gain reveals the effective-
ness of our MAAL in solving the kinematic ambiguity.

Statistic for Data Usage: Due to the properties of AE,
our MAAL only takes the positive samples (successfully
manipulated actions in simulation) as inputs. To show the
efficiency of our data usage, we statistic the percentage of
positive samples in all training data. We produce data sam-
ples following [28, 45] three times and calculate the aver-
age proportion. Comparatively, our method only uses posi-
tive samples and is more efficient. As shown in Fig. 4, Our
method only takes 17.69% data of AdaAfford for training
pushing action. Meanwhile, in pulling action, the positive
samples are mere 9.63%, and our method only requires such
limited data samples. Moreover, our method also possesses
lower training time. We compute the average time of 100
training epochs of different methods, as in Fig. 4. Due to
the training procedure with multiple stages and more data
samples, the training time of AdaAfford is 23.34 and 12.72
times than ours. All these results show the efficiency of our
method.

Comparisons with Different Action Proposals: To
compare the quality of action proposals, we take action pro-
posals and actionability scores from different methods sep-

Dataset Method F-score (%) Sample-Succ (%)

Pulling Door
Where2Act [28] 58.26 12.84
AdaAfford [45] 69.34 17.62
MAAL 70.39 18.27

Pushing Faucet
Where2Act [28] 78.14 36.35
AdaAfford [45] 81.62 39.89
MAAL 81.82 40.06

Table 2. Comparison of categories selected by [45]. MAAL still
achieves better results in these relatively harder categories.

arately and combine them for comparison. Specifically, as
shown in Tab. 3, the action proposals are provided by differ-
ent methods. Where2Act-P and AdaAfford-P indicate using
the action proposal parts in these methods. Where2Act-C
and Adaafford-C mean using critics in these works, which
are responsible for predicting confidence for action pro-
posals. The action proposal from MAAL can be directly
achieved by ρo, and we score the action proposals by recon-
struction errors as in 4.3. Then, we select the top-100 action
proposals by corresponding scoring modules and compute
the Sample-Succ of selected actions.

Given proposals from different methods, action selec-
tions by MAAL achieve a higher or comparable success
rate compared with others. This indicates that MAAL pos-
sesses a high ability to assess and score actions compared
with other methods. Besides taking proposals from MAAL,
other methods also achieve better Sample-Succ values. The
results further reflect that the proposal quality of our method
is higher than others.

Ablation Study for the Multi-modal Learning: We
compare different multi-modal learning as shown in Tab. 4.
Experiments for using individual branches (only action
branch, only object branch, and only interaction branch)
and using the combinations of branches (action branch +
object branch, action branch + interaction branch, and ob-
ject branch + interaction branch) are provided.

Due to the comprehensive learning of multi-modal data,
our method performs best among all the combinations.
Learning with more modalities can improve the ability of
the encoder. As in Tab. 4, the designation with only in-
teraction outperform the designation with single modali-
ties. Meanwhile, due to the intermediate fusion with other
modalities, the interaction branch combines with another
branch and outperforms the encoder only with the inter-
action branch. All the results prove the effectiveness of
our method design. These may also reveal the necessity of
multi-modal learning in 3D affordance. With better multi-
modal learning, the network can better model and under-
stand the affordance of a given object.

Furthermore, we modify our encoder with early fusion.
We remain all three branches in the encoder but do not pro-
vide features from the action and object learner to the inter-
action branch. This leads the encoder to degrade to an early
fusion-based method but still considers multi-modal learn-
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Figure 5. Visualization of affordance heatmap. All objects are from the test set. The heatmap is plotted by per-pixel action scores and
produced by reconstruction error of action proposals from MAAL. Our method can effectively solve the 3D affordance problem and
outperform the previous work.

Method Sample-Succ (%)Action Proposal Actionability Score

Where2Act-P [28]
Where2Act-C [28] 27.33
AdaAfford-C [45] 28.58
MAAL 28.67

AdaAfford-P [45]
Where2Act-C [28] 30.90
AdaAfford-C [45] 32.50
MAAL 32.36

MAAL
Where2Act-C [28] 31.50
AdaAfford-C [45] 33.44
MAAL 34.25

Table 3. Comparison of different combinations of methods. The
higher performances prove that MAAL possesses a higher ability
to evaluate actionability scores and generate high-quality propos-
als. Multi-modal Learning Method F-score (%) Sample-Succ (%)

only action branch 32.47 13.54
only object branch 53.42 21.75
only interaction branch 58.74 24.01
action branch + object branch 59.87 23.88
action branch + interaction branch 73.26 32.55
object branch + interaction branch 75.54 33.89
All branches 76.63 34.25

Table 4. Combinations of learning different modalities. MAAL
jointly considers object modality and action modality and further
learn the interaction from both modalities. The comprehensive
multi-modal learning by MAAL achieves better performance in
the comparison.

ing. Then, the performance decreases by 8.31% in F-score
compared with ours. All results reveal that our encoder is
effective in multi-modal learning. The idea of intermediate
fusion also improves learning ability.

5.2. Visualization for Affordance Predictions

We showcase the affordance predictions by heatmap as
Fig. 5. The value of each pixel is calculated by the action-

ability score of MAAL following [45]. The visualized re-
sults show the effectiveness of MAAL in learning 3D object
affordance. The actionable point in 3D objects can be cor-
rectly predicted by MAAL. Besides, we visualize different
shapes with different categories from the validation set and
test set in Fig. 5. For the unseen categories in the test set, our
method can also understand the 3D object affordance and
produce high confidence for actionable points. This further
reveals the generalization of our MAAL.

6. Conclusion

This paper proposes a simple and data-efficient pipeline
for the 3D affordance problem, named Multimodality-
Aware Autoencoder-based affordance Learning (MAAL).
MAAL contains three parts: MultiModal Energized En-
coder(MME), action memory, and action decoder. We
specifically design the encoder for multi-modal learning in
3D object affordance. The previous work usually directly
applies early fusion to process multi-modal data. Compar-
atively, in our work, MME provides a comprehensive un-
derstanding of multi-modal learning and boosts the multi-
modal learning ability for 3D affordance. In the experiment,
the comparisons reveal the effectiveness of our method.
MAAL outperforms former methods in different data splits,
conditions, and metrics.
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